Errata Corrections to the Custer Gallatin National Forest Land Management Plan Documents  
March 2022

**Metadata**: Metadata updated in all documents to reflect the Custer Gallatin National Forest Land Management Plan and to correct author from the Custer Gallatin National Forest to U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.

**Land Management Plan**

Page 40: formatted “Desired Conditions (FW-DC-VEGNF)”.

Page 105: guideline FW-GDL-SCENERY-04: italicized “integrity” changed to non-italicized

Page 161, Table 57: removed typo 15”e”

Page 171, Table 67: consistent table row height

Page 184: the eight required 2012 Planning Rule monitoring items changed to a numbered list.

Page 185: the six items used to help determine the need to track information related to the plan components changed to a numbered list.

**Appendices to the Land Management Plan**

Plan appendix B pages 95 and 96: corrected page numbers in map index.

References Cited header corrected.

**FEIS Summary**

Pages i, 1, and 10: corrected footer

Added header

**FEIS Volume 1**


Page 162: removed extra space after "Conclusion".

Page 184: added space after Table 35.

Pages 533 and 535: provided correct figure or table reference for three instances of “Error! Reference source not found”.

References section title changed to References Cited.

Index and References Cited headers corrected.

**FEIS Volume 2**

Page 185: reconciled road miles with number used in previous paragraph. “An additional 1,445 1,250 miles of road are closed (gated) to public recreational vehicle use.”

Page 188: reconciled number of cabin rentals with number used in recreation section of the EIS (page 214). “There are 27 35 buildings used for cabin rentals.”

Page 201: capitalized “Table 49”.

Page 210: corrected font.

Glossary, Index and References Cited headers corrected.
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FEIS Volume 3
Updated table of contents to include references cited section
FEIS Appendix B, Appendix F, and References Cited headers corrected.

FEIS Volume 4
Page 38: list of requested unique plan land allocations or designations was bulleted.

Page 119: bolded "Response" under Timber - Definition of Timber Harvest and under Timber - Payment to Counties.

Page 121: list of changes related to Watershed - Beaver was bulleted.

Page 124: bolded "Response" under Watershed - Fish.

Page 134: period added to end of sentence “Fisheries – No additional rivers were found eligible after public comments were reviewed.”

Pages 134 and 135: subsections were indented under the fisheries and wildlife outstandingly remarkable values.

Page 135: list of six rivers with additional outstandingly remarkable values was numbered.

Pages 188 to 197: grizzly bear subsections (a, b, c, etc) formatted to show in navigation page.

References Cited header corrected.

Record of Decision
References Cited and Appendix A header corrected.